ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION ACT 1970

SECTION 22(1)

NOTICE TO SUPPLY FURTHER INFORMATION

TO: PAPER AUSTRALIA PTY LTD (TRADING AS AUSTRALIAN PAPER) (A.C.N 061 583 533)
OF: 307 FERN TREE GULLY ROAD, MOUNT WAVERLEY, VIC 3149

WHEREAS an application by you for a works approval number 1003013, in respect of premises situated at Traralgon West Road, Maryvale VIC 3840, was received by the Environment Protection Authority ("the Authority") on 25 May 2018.

AND WHEREAS the Authority considers the information specified herein is necessary and relevant to the consideration of the application.

NOW TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to section 22(1)(a) of the Environment Protection Act ("the Act") you are HEREBY REQUIRED to supply to the Authority by 23 July 2018 the information specified in the Attachment to this Notice.

DATED: 10 July 2018

QUENTIN COOKE
DELEGATE OF THE
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AUTHORITY
Attachment

Submissions

1. Please provide EPA with responses to the issues or concerns raised in the 115 submissions which are attached to this notice.

Referrals

Please provide EPA with responses to the issues raised in referrals received from: Sustainability Victoria; Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Group; Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery Group; Latrobe City Council; Gippsland Water; and West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority who outline the following concerns:

1. Please provide information to support that the existing wastewater treatment system can treat the additional wastewater generated from the waste to energy plant and that no additional discharge will be released to the Latrobe River.
2. The referrals from SV, MWRRG and GWRGG identify an expected change in the waste composition of the feedstock over the life of the facility. Please provide additional detail of how ongoing investigations will be implemented to understand the waste composition and what strategies will be adopted if the waste falls outside the proposed design waste parameters.

Best practice monitoring of emissions

Please provide EPA with responses to the following issues:

1. As part of the best practice assessment, there needs to be investigation of semi-continuous monitoring of PCDD/PCDF. This assessment must investigate if it is best practice according to environmental, economic and social benefits. It must also make reference (or refer) to section 2.8.3 Experiences with continuous sampling of dioxin emissions of the Reference Document on the Best Available Techniques for Waste Incineration (European Commission, 2006).
2. Please provide additional evidence supporting the assessment of how Selective Non-Catalytic Reaction (SNCR) can be considered best practice in comparison with Selective Catalytic Reaction. This assessment must clearly outline best practice in terms of environmental, economic and social benefits.